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                        	Get VYBES ASAP. See delivery options

						            
                        
                        
                            Flavor notes

Tart blueberry juice, lemonade and a hint of mint are the trifecta of taste. If you're into lemonade drinks, you've got to try our Blueberry Mint. This was the second flavor we made in 2017, and it continues to be one of our all-time best selling flavors.


Key Functionals

25mg Hemp CBD, 45mg Magnesium

Ingredients 

Purified Water, Blueberry Juice*, Lemon Juice*, White Grape Juice*, Erythritol*, Stevia Leaf*, Mint flavor*, Hemp CBD, Magnesium & 100% LA Vibes! *Organic

Nutritionals

25 calories, 4 grams of sugar. 

Certified vegan, organic, gluten-free, lab tested
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Naomi P.
Reviewed by Naomi P.
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I recommend this product




Age Range
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Rated 5 out of 5








Review posted




SUPER YUMMY




This blueberry mint is my favorite flavor. It has a subtle mint which I prefer over an overwhelming mint. 
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Was this helpful?



1 person voted yes




0 people voted no
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COREY S.
Reviewed by COREY S.



Verified Buyer






I recommend this product
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Review posted




My Favorite 




This is a nice refreshing beverage.
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Brittany L.
Reviewed by Brittany L.



Verified Buyer






I recommend this product
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Review posted




My FAVORITE




This is my fav flavor! And the CBD is just enough to relax me. Love it 
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Reviewed by Eunnie H.



Verified Buyer






I recommend this product




Age Range

45 - 54
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Review posted




Great flavor




all the flavors are great, but this one is definitely my go to. just the right hint of mint, it's hard to believe how little sugar there is in one whole bottle. 
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Reviewed by Colleen L.



Verified Buyer






I recommend this product
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Review posted




Better than wine!




I tried Blueberry Mint Vybes during Dry January and I'm hooked! Easy to swap this for my usual nightly glass of wine. It's got more depth and is less sweet than a simple juice. I'm hooked!
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